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Welcome to the winter edition of 
our Alumni & Friends Magazine. 
Traditionally, at this time in 
December, we would be happily 
planning to distribute this magazine at 
our annual school Carol Service. This 
year, this had been scheduled to take 
place on Tuesday 22nd December at 
12 noon in our Christmas ‘home from 
home’, St Mary’s Cathedral, Limerick. 
Unfortunately, like so many other 
events during this strange year, that 
plan has had to change and as such 
we have reinvented our Carol Service. 
This magazine is a digital edition, and 
similarly, a modified version of the 
Carol Service, filmed here on campus, 
will be available to view online from 
12 noon on 22nd December.

As always, huge thanks are due to 
our editorial team. Team members 
all work in a voluntary capacity and 
make enormous contributions to 
bring each edition to life.

I’m especially delighted to see the 
launch of the ‘Shop Local’ Directory 
included in this edition. We wanted 
it to represent our commitment to 
shop local this year and to encourage 
each other to do the same. In Villiers, 

we speak about the Villiers family, 
and what could be more local than 
a family. The pandemic has in many 
ways prompted this directory, but we 
hope for this to grow as a resource 
for all branches of the Villiers family. 
If in need a good or service, it is 
lovely to think that we can be a part 
of maintaining a Villiers contact list 
and thus reinforcing and mutually 
supporting our own community and 
commonality.

The year 2020 has been challenging 
for us all. In school, we came through 
the strain of the first lockdown 
and the migration of Villiers from 
our physical campus on the North 
Circular Road, to a remote campus 
through online teaching and learning 
during March, April and May. We 
felt blessed to be allowed to return 
to school in September and are very 
grateful that public health advice 
has allowed schools to remain open 
throughout the most recent round 
of Level 5 restrictions. In spite of 
the many tests brought about by our 
new ways of operating, the pandemic 
has taught us the importance of 
togetherness, community and family, 
and we see our Alumni and Friends 

Association as an integral part of that.

Writing in mid-December 2020, our 
world view is beginning to be a little 
more positive.  We know that there 
are still many uncertainties ahead and 
many hardships to overcome, but we 
now have new hope that we will soon 
begin to see brighter days.

‘Wisdom is oft-times nearer 
when we stoop’

Jill Storey, Headmistress
Villiers School

Editorial
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Congratulations to Lizzie Boston, Class 
of 2020, whose design has been digitised 
by a graphic designer and will be used 
alongside the Villiers School crest in 
the year 2021 to celebrate the 200th 
anniversary! 

Thanks to Silkes Art & Crafts for 
sponsoring this competition!

200th annivErsary logo compEtition WinnEr

Sunset over Junior Boys’ Rugby Training December 1st 2020
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On Friday 13th March 2020, when 
the then Taoiseach Leo Varadkar 
announced that all schools were to 
close, our priority was ensuring that 
teaching and learning, the primary 
focus of all activities at Villiers, 
continued online.  It wasn’t until 
later, as the summer began, when my 
attention turned to the international 
students who  had been planning to 
join Villiers in September 2020, and 
who were beginning to worry about 
whether their programmes could 
go ahead. Would they be allowed 
to travel? For some, would they be 
able to get visas? To tell the truth, 
we were worried too! We began 
planning for school reopening in 
September, unsure what school life 
would look like! Would schooling re-
commence in-person? Could we safely 
accommodate all of our boarding 
students? All of these questions 
wouldn’t be answered for several 
months, but planning continued 
nonetheless. 

We quickly realised that if the Villiers 
that we know and love was to reopen 
successfully, we needed to be flexible, 
we needed to think outside of the box, 
and we needed to communicate.

May became June, and plans began 
to become reality.  Renovating the 

‘Maths Block’ from classrooms to 
boarding accommodation went 
from being a wild idea to a bold 
decision, to what now feels like a 
natural progression for the school.  
The boarders have more space, 
common areas, We also added 8 new 
classrooms, colloquially nicknamed 
‘The Pods’, in the rear of the school, 
which are larger and brighter than the 
old classrooms.  The addition of the 
Pods allowed us the to safely bring all 
students back to school in September, 
while facilitating physical distancing, 
reducing movement and zoning year 
groups.

I wrote letters to our new 
international families, outlining plans, 
explaining options, and using words 
like ‘uncertain’ and ‘unprecedented’ 
on repeat.  I asked these families for 
their patience and their trust.  As time 
ticked on, and my emails continued, 
these families waited patiently, and 
placed their trust in us to make the 
decisions necessary to allow their sons 
and daughters to safely experience 
life in Villiers. We even received 
some last minute applications, from 
students whose programmes had been 
cancelled in other parts of the world!

In late August, we welcomed 18 
international students, from Spain, 
Germany, France and Russia, to 
Villiers, to complete 14 days of 
restricted movement within the 
boarding house prior to commencing 
tuition in September.  

These two weeks were undoubtedly 
very difficult for these students, many 
of whom were away from home for 
the first time.  They travelled alone to 
a new country, were unable to leave 
the school campus, and couldn’t even 
sit beside each other for meals! They 
learnt English, played sports and they 
made lasting friendships, bonding 
over their shared experiences. Once 
they had completed 14 days, the 

students celebrated with a physically 
distanced trip to Dingle!  They were 
supervised during this time by Villiers 
staff, who kindly volunteered to give 
up the last two weeks of their summer 
to make this happen! 

September came and the school 
reopened, albeit different than we 
were used to! I have to tip my hat to 
both students and staff, who came 
back to a school life that was much 
changed, from one-way systems, to 
physically distanced queues, to using 
plastic boxes instead of lockers! Not to 
mention, everyone is wearing face-
masks and talking to each other from 
behind screens. But yet, the school has 
not lost its charm, its personality or its 
family atmosphere. 

This year has forced us all to sit back 
and take stock, and to step outside 
of our comfort zones. In 2021, 
Villiers will offer full boarding to 
international students, a decision 
which was influenced by the effects 
of the pandemic on the international 
programme. On a personal level, I 
will admit that the pre-pandemic me 
would have done anything to avoid a 
Zoom call, something which is now a 
completely normal part of daily life, 
both professionally and personally!  

I’m sure Ms. Storey will agree, this 
time last year, we never could have 
envisioned staying open for mid-term 
break or Christmas holidays to ensure 
our international students have a 
place to call home when they cannot 
physically be home, but this is where 
we find ourselves at the close of 2020. 

Now, admissions for 2021 are keeping 
me very busy, and I am looking 
forward to a relaxing Christmas 
break! 

Susan Peña
Admissions & Communications

Villiers School

admissions in a global pandEmic
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This year in October, our new staff 
member, Brother Graham, came to 
Villiers as our new Chaplain. Since 
then, he and his Transition Year 
Community Group have organized 
many events, such as introducing 
this year’s outdoor Villiers Christmas 
Tree, which can be seen in the garden 
outside the Dining Hall, and as a 
work-in-progress project, the group 
have put together plans and scripts 
for making professional LGBTQ+ 
awareness videos. In this interview, 
we have asked Brother Graham 
many things about his professional 
life, travelling experience, and his 
experiences and expectations of 
Villiers. 

In your work experience, what 
has been your personal proudest 
achievement?

I think it was in New Zealand. I was 
teaching in a really rough school 
in the capital city, and I was being 
prepared to be ordained as clergyman 
and I was appointed by the bishop of 

Wellington to the first ever position 
as chaplain for sexual health. This was 
about 25 years ago and people living 
with HIV/AIDS only had access to 
what is called monotherapy, one pill. 
We now know that people in that 
situation have many other medical 
challenges that need combination 
therapy and I was a part of a quiet 
lobbying group that sought to ensure 
that those living with HIV/AIDS 
got access to alternative medicines 
and alternative therapy, which was 
literally a life and death thing. It 
was interesting since this was a time 
where although I had a regular job as 
a teacher, I was actually doing more 
work in the community in a quiet way, 
but I didn’t realise it at the time. 

How long did you work on this?

Well, it was over a two-year period, 
New Zealand being a small country 
in terms of population means it’s 
easier to get things done. Kiwis have 
a strong sense of fair play, and it was 
realised that this had to be changed 
immediately. 

What is a trait that you admire in your 
students or that you value in people in 
general?

People who are never afraid to 
say or do what they think is right. 
The wisdom to know what the 
responsibility and consequences 
might be and yet still be prepared 
to speak out even if it’s to their own 
personal detriment. Independent-
minded people who are interesting 
and dare to be different. 

In your experience with Villiers, how 
has it been so far and what do you 
think you’ll change?

My first impression is that people are 
extraordinarily friendly. This is the 
first job I’ve ever had where even after 
6 weeks no one has been unpleasant to 
me in any way. Having been involved 
with other schools, I think something 
that is distinctive about Villiers is 
that there is a very quiet, underlying, 
caring tradition and practice to make 
it so that it would be very difficult for 
anybody here that’s suffering in any 
way to go unnoticed and for anyone 
in the community not to respond to 
that. There’s a lot of laughter, which I 
think is very important in life. While 
the academic work is taken seriously, 
it’s not done in a boring way, there is 
at least humour that goes with it. 

What you plan to achieve with 
this school, how has that changed 
according to what you just said?

My role is unique, it’s quite different 
from anything else. I’m not a teacher, 

I do some teaching, but my role is 
Chaplain. You can write a book on 
how to do that work, a large part of it 
might be what is called ‘hovering with 
intent’, just being around and being 
available. It’s too early for me to say 
how that’s really going to work out. 
But I don’t really know how one could 
judge whether or not I’ve achieved 
anything except for whether or not 
people feel that I’m approachable and 
therefore accepted and valued. 

What has your experience been with 
other non-western countries and 
cultures? 

Well, I’ve travelled so far to 49 
countries, and extensively throughout 
countries other than European ones. 
I have lived in the pacific region 
for some time, and that I found 
particularly interesting. The art of 
the indigenous people in the pacific, 
their paintings, their body art, 
tattooing and things like that, is very 
distinctive. The indigenous people in 
Australia are perhaps one of the oldest 
cultures in the world, going back 
perhaps 70,000 years. Their approach 
to the environment, that we belong 
to the earth rather than the earth 
belonging to us, which of course I find 
completely counter-intuitive to the 
Europeans. 

What job do you think you were most 
successful in?

Well, I’ve had the freedom to do 
things, when you’re on your own you 
don’t have as many responsibilities. 
I won an award from the national 
secular society in the UK a couple of 
years ago. I was the first clergyman to 
be awarded that, and that was for my 
advocacy for respect for those who 
were victims of sexual abuse. So that 
was a proud moment, but in another 
way I’m proud of my involvement 
with prisons. Supporting those who 

are considered least acceptable in 
society now, and also, I suppose those 
individual contacts that one makes 
in life. I remember quite by chance, 
and this isn’t a heroic thing at all, but 
I remember once I just happened to 
be at the right place at the right time. 
A young man had slit his wrists and 
was bleeding profusely, because he 
wasn’t allowed access to his children. 
I just held his wrists and talked with 
him while an ambulance came. And to 
have an opportunity like that, anyone 
would have done the same, but that 
always sticks in my mind. 

You were once a teacher of French and 
Latin, so how is it like being back in 
the school environment?

It’s very nice being here and not being 
a teacher. I do one class of Religious 
Education with the First Years, and 
I really love that, but I think that it 
would be hard to both be a full time 
teacher and Chaplain. The two days a 
week when I meet with the Transition 
Year Community group, it’s not quite 
a formal class, but it isn’t not teaching, 
and that’s what makes it so very 
enjoyable. Also, those sessions with 
year 5 and 6 which are more about 
drawing out from the students what 
it is they want to do, and perhaps 
making them more questioning 
with regard to not only their rights 
but their responsibilities when they 
leave school and go out into the adult 
world. 

About French and Latin, what 
inspired you to want to learn those 
languages and go on to eventually 
teaching them? 

Just as a young boy, I loved everything 
to do with France. The language 
fascinated me, I loved the food, and 
I always feel entirely relaxed being in 
France and speaking French and just 
being around that whole culture. 

You once worked as a fundraiser for a 
ballet group, what made you join that?

I’ve always loved dance, even though 
I’m not a dancer. I’m impressed by 
those people that can sing and dance 
and act, all those creative things 
that I can’t do. I find it enormously 
inspiring. I particularly like modern 
dance, and dancers are athletes. I’ve 
always had a great admiration for 
people who can push themselves 
physically to do things that become 
wonderful and creative and 
inspirational. So, I worked for both 
the Australian ballet and the Royal 
ballet, and my job was to raise money 
to buy tickets to give to those who 
normally couldn’t go and watch. 

What are you most excited about 
working with Villiers?

The great thing about working with 
Villiers is that no two days are the 
same. I know where I have to be at 
certain times, but I have no idea 
what’s going to be thrown up in the 
TY Community group from one 
moment to the next, or what other 
challenges are going to emerge with a 
group or an individual. It’s impossible 
to be bored being a staff member 
of Villiers, with all those changing 
things. 

And to finish, do you like pineapple 
on pizza?

*Laughter* I do like pineapple, and 
I do like vegan pizzas, but I don’t eat 
pizza very often. There’s good pizza 
and there’s bad pizza. 

Interview by TY Students / 
Community Group / Redsokz Group

intErviEW With brothEr graham saWyEr, school chaplain
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Rainbow over Junior Girls’ Rugby Training October 21st 2020

After eight years teaching in 
Villiers, I have been seconded to the 
Professional Development Service for 
Teachers. I have enjoyed my time in 
the school and had my doubts about 
going for the new role in the  first 
place. But ultimately, decided it was 
an opportunity that was too good to 
not take. It is currently a one year role, 
which is reviewed each year and for 
a maximum of five years, so I will be 
back in Villiers at some stage.

I have been trying to think about how 
to approach this article that I have 
been asked to write and I think I will 
treat it as a reflection on some things 
I have learned in school and how my 
new role has been so far.

One of the biggest things I have 
learned this year is how much we rely 
on our social connections, especially 
during the current pandemic. I took it 
for granted that the social interactions 

I was involved in in school were 
normal, but now that I am not in the 
school regularly, I am really missing 
those interactions. Most of my work 
so far has been virtual, although over 

the last week we have been allowed 
to meet face to face. In school, I was 
meeting both staff and students face to 
face, although with face masks. 

I have missed the regular chats with 
the staff and students. Probably 
more the chats with the lovely 
Villiers students, as these chats are 
always more random, from students 
discussing their training and 
academics, to their conveying of the 
latest ‘tea’ (gossip). 

The final few weeks in school before 
I moved into my new role opened 
my eyes to the impact a teacher can 
have on their students. I had a lot of 
students wishing me well, in passing, 
through teams messages, emails, cards 
and in one instance a signed t-shirt. 
This got me thinking about what a 
teacher means to the students in their 
school. There are loads of quotes I 
could throw in here, but I just think 
that as students are impressionable 
at their young age and their lives 
revolve around the school community, 
and with teachers being the drivers 
of the school culture, we have a 
bigger impact than we realise on our 
students.

My new role with the PDST involves 
designing and implementing 
continuous professional development 
workshops for physical education 
teachers. I am working in a team of 
three with two other teachers who 
are also on secondment from their 

schools. We are mainly focussed 
on the teachers and schools in 
phase two of the new Leaving 
Certificate PE course (Villiers is a 
phase one school). We also offer 
help to individual schools, who have 
requested our support with anything 
from implementing  technology in the 
classroom to structuring assessments. 

Each morning, the three of us meet 
virtually and work on designing 
workshops or we will organise 
meetings with schools who have 
requested our assistance. We stay 
online for most of the day, although 
we have spent a few days meeting in 
Athlone to work together in person. 

It is an interesting role and I am really 
looking forward to being able to visit 
schools and meeting face to face with 
teachers, as well as running practical 
workshops. It is quite a challenging 
role, mainly because I am looking 
at teaching through a different lens, 
that of a teacher educator as opposed 
to that of a teacher. I am enjoying it 
and am also treasuring the days that I 
come to Villiers School, to collect my 
son Christian. I’m sure I will be in the 
school regularly in good time.

I miss the personalities in the school 
and want to wish everyone a Happy 
Christmas.

Mike Storey

mikE storEy 
my sEcondmEnt From villiErs
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IBDP Class of 2020 

(L-R) Alejandro Gonzales Canales, Amy O’Leary (Head Girl), 
Timon Vagedes, Weronika Kosior, Filip Kosior

As of right now I’m sitting down and 
watching bird sounds on The Late 
Late Toy Show. But I’m spending my 
days like most students; making the 
long journey from my bed to my desk 
to attend my classes online. The past 
12 months have been quite surreal. 

When I think back to this time last 
year, I was preparing for my mocks 
and most of my time was spent 
either in Derravoher or on the 
hockey pitch. Now, I haven’t been 
on a pitch in several months and I’m 
studying Applied Languages at UL 
(from home)... not what I would have 
expected. 

So far, I haven’t been on campus 
(outside of the Stables… and the 
library), nor have I gotten to meet 

any of my course mates in person 
and unfortunately it seems that it 
won’t be possible until year 2. The 
crazy thing is that, all going well, this 
time next year I will be preparing to 
go abroad for coop placement, a bit 
more exotic than my desk. Despite 
not being on campus, I’ve definitely 
noticed some differences between 
school and university, for example 
10% of my linguistics grade is to 
submit a meme, a bit different from 
my mocks last year! 

I have absolutely no idea what is 
next for me. Right now, my goal is to 
get through first year and maybe get 
some experience or ideas of what 
to do later on while on my coop or 
Erasmus. If nothing else, 2020 has 

taught me that you can’t plan the 
future.

I do miss my time in IB, the teachers, 
and our class, although we are 
stillin contact. I am incredibly 
grateful to the school for offering 
the programme and the teachers 
for playing such an active role in 
developing us as students because 
I can already see so many benefits 
and it has made my transition to 
college work quite manageable. I 
hope that the programme continues 
to strengthen as in my experience, 
and I think for my class, it was a huge 
success.

Amy O’Leary

WhErE am i noW? - amy o’lEary
ibdp class oF 2020
hEad girl 2019-2020
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From thE archivEs... rEdsokz, volumE i, issuE i, 07 sEptEmbEr 2001
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From thE archivEs... tivoli housE
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East Clare Yoga

For the past number of months, East Clare Yoga has been offering live-online yoga classes directly from our beautiful 
studio in Tuamgraney, Co. Clare, to the homes of more than 100 yoga students in the Munster region.

Since the beginning of the current global pandemic and closure of our physical studio, our teachers have all adapted 
to the new wave of online yoga instruction, attending regular live-online classes & workshops with senior teachers at 

home & abroad. Susanne and team all hold the international Iyengar Yoga Certification Mark, a symbol of excellence in 
the field of Yoga teaching. Our certified teachers make the practice of yoga accessible to all, through the use of skillful 

instruction and modifications (even through the online medium!).
Online classes will resume from the middle of January (Mon, Tues, Weds & Thursday).

Festive greetings to all.
www.eastclareyoga.com 

T: 061 640923/087 7521783 / E: online@eastclareyoga.com

AC Blooms

Flower Studio offering bespoke bouquets and wreaths.
Knockshegowna View, Cloughjordan, Ireland E53WD52

http://www.acblooms.ie/
087 689 4283 / aclarke@acmarketing.ie

https://www.facebook.com/acblooms.ie/

Cunninghams Holiday Homes and Portable Accommodation Solutions

Declan Cunningham / Mobile: 353862587910 / Landline: 061451009
Email: cunninghams@eircom.net / Web: www.cunninghams.ie

Location: Coonagh Cross, Ennis Road, Limerick. / Eircode: V94X318

We are providers of portable accommodation, containers, classrooms and mobile homes. 

We also have two holiday parks located in Kilkee Co. Clare and Spanish Point Co. Clare.

Our office and showroom is located at Coonagh Cross, Ennis Road, Limerick 
Visits are by appointment only because of Covid 19 restrictions. 

Gort Garden Centre & Church St. Flowers

Tough Plants for Tough Weather. Beautiful flowers for Beautiful People.
https://www.facebook.com/gortgardencentre/ 

http://www.galwayflowers.ie/
(091) 648 532

gortgardencentre@yahoo.com 

shop local dirEctory 
local businEssEs oWnEd and opEratEd by villiErs school alumni and FriEnds
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Ryan’s Timber & 
uPVC Suppliers

Long established family run business, 
servicing Limerick and surrounding 

counties for over 60 years. 

Ryan’s Specialise in timber machining and joinery, as well as uPVC. 
Our new showroom is now open! 

You’ll find an even larger display of internal and external doors, stairs components, ironmongery and more. Our friendly 
staff will be on-hand to help you find the right products for your needs. Ryan’s Timber & uPVC have supplied both the 
trade and the public with specialist products including Internal and external doors, Specialist Ironmongery, Stair com-

ponents, uPVC Roofline and rainwater systems, Timber Joinery as well as a huge range of Timber products.
Ryan’s also have a supply & fit service for internal and external doors as well as ironmongery, internal decorative mould-

ings and stairs components. 

To place an order contact shane@ryangrouplimerick.com

Mower-Power

Trading since 1977, & now owned and run by Brian & Gordon Dreaper who operate the STIHL Shop in Limerick. 
We are retail suppliers of premium garden & forestry machinery & equipment. In store, we also stock and supply P.P.E, 

lubricants, tools & industrial/engineering supplies.

Conveniently located on the N69, just off the Dock Road West Roundabout - V94 TD93.

T: 061-30.26.96 / www.mower-power.com / https://mower-power.stihl-dealer.ie/en-ie/

Ballymorris Pottery

Pottery and Pottery School in Ballymorris, between Cratloe & Bunratty.
Stoneware handmade pottery. Children’s Hand prints.

https://www.facebook.com/ballymorrispottery/ 
http://www.ballymorrispottery.ie/

(061) 357 118

Hibernian Antique Fairs

35 years of Antique Art and Vintage Fairs 

https://www.facebook.com/hibernianantiquefairs/
087-6933602

shop local dirEctory
continuEd...
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shop local dirEctory
continuEd...

Valerie’s Breast Care
My name is Valerie Murphy and I am passionate about helping women feel beautiful again after breast cancer surgery.  I 

provide mastectomy bras, breast prostheses, and swimwear to women pre and post-surgery. 
My shop is in Askeaton. Co Limerick and I also provide complimentary home visits to women in Limerick and the sur-

rounding counties. Please see the website for the online store which provides for women throughout Ireland. The service 
accepts medical cards and private health insurance.

https://www.valeriesbreastcare.ie/ 
Mobile: 085 160 1783 

valerie@valeriesbreastcare.ie

Rowan Fitzgerald Auctioneers

Valuers, Letting Agents, Property Managers and Auctioneers in Limerick.

http://rfauctioneers.ie/
Unit 3, Belfield, Ennis Road, Ireland V94 K5DV

Office: 061-279423 / Mobile: 087-8066290
info@rfauctioneers.ie

Franklin Shoe Repairs

Franklin Shoe Repairs is a family business, todays team have over 30 years’ experience! 
We also specialise in a high extent of key cutting! 

(061) 609 210 
27 O’Connell Street, Limerick, Ireland

https://franklin-shoe-repairs.business.site/
https://www.facebook.com/Franklinshoerepairs

Jane Murtagh Art Metalwork

https://www.facebook.com/JaneMurtaghArtMetalwork/
https://www.janemurtagh.com/

Cratloe, Co. Clare
phone +353 (0)61-357559

janemurtagh56@gmail.com
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DNG Cusack Dunne Auctioneers

Gillian Dunne, Director
DNG Cusack Dunne is a multi disciplinary real estate agency in Limerick. We offer the complete range of property auc-

tioneering services, covering both residential property and commercial property for sale in Limerick.

https://www.dng.ie/estate-agent/limerick/city-centre-limerick/dng-cusack-dunne
9 Lower Mallow Street, Limerick 

Tel: +353 061 209000  / Fax: +353 061 209200 
mail: cusackdunne@dng.ie

PSL No. 002730

Mad About Music

Mad about music school. It’s all in the name! We are most definitely, certifiably MAD about what we do.
Music lessons in the heart of Castletroy!

https://madaboutmusic.ie/
061-577077

shop local dirEctory
continuEd...

New Road Clinic

Walk-in Clinic Now Open
Offering a range of health services like Family health, 3D 4D Pregnancy scans, Sexual Health, Gynaecology, 

Blood Tests, ECG’s, Vaccinations, Physiotheraphy, Allergy Testing, Children’s Health and much more.

https://www.facebook.com/newroadclinic 
Call us on: 061-609-777 / Fax: 061-278-825

Email: newroadclinic@gmail.com 
Book Online: https://newroadclinic.simplybook.it/ 

The Old School ABC Preschool & Afterschool

The Old School Abc is situated in the grounds of Bohermore National School (V94EF60).
We have an early morning drop-off facility from 8:00, a preschool and an afterschool facility.

We have a limitied number of free ECCE Preschool places.

Bohermore, Ballysimon, Co. Limerick, V94 EF60
085 714 4725 / theoldschoolabc@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/The-Old-School-Abc-319331272076971/ 
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shop local dirEctory
continuEd...

Sarah O’Kennedy Music

One-to-One singing lessons, Little Stars Music classes for children, 
Singer for weddings, funerals, corporate events, Music Workshops

www.sarahokennedy.com 
085 7170729

sarahokennedy3@gmail.com
Instagram @sarahokennedymusic

www.facebook.com/littlestarsmusic

The Messy Apron

Limerick based home baking business providing baked goods to restaurants, markets, shops and general public.

https://www.facebook.com/themessyapronirl/

Killaloe PPE

Amanda Dalton
I make cotton face masks for a very high quality, there is 3 layers of fabric and a slot for a filter.

My masks are very light and don’t fog up your glasses, fun cartoon and pretty floral patterns available.

https://www.killaloeppe.com/ 
https://www.facebook.com/KillaloePPEFaceMasks

Pressed Flowers by Nell

Nell Hannora Stritch
Pressed flowers by Nell is based 54 Roches Street, Limerick. 

I work closely with brides to help them preserve their special memories.

https://www.pressedflowersbynell.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pressedflowersbynell
085 810 1331 / info@pressedflowersbynell.com
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If you would like your local business to be featured in a 
future edition of the Villiers School Alumni & Friends 

Magazine, please contact us! 

By Email: 
alumni@villiers-school.com 

On Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/

VilliersSchoolAlumniandFriends


